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I. GENERATING FUNCTIONALS AND THE EFFECTIVE ACTION

(1) Preliminaries and definitions

To illustrate the properties of generating functional in quantum field theory we take the
single real scalar with quartic interaction term. The classical theory of this system is governed by
the action functional,

(1.1)

(12 )

The equation of motion is

(we use the metric - + ++ : d2 = d^ = -£§ + 8\ + 3 | + 3j). To quantize the system one
replaces the real valued field <t>( x) by a hermitian operator valued quantity and imposes the equal-
time commutation rule,

fi(xo - yo) [4>{x), do <p( y)} = i SA ( x - y) .

One then tries to compute physical states and S-matrix elements, etc. In the passage to observ-
able quantities, the most important intermediate objects are the Green's functions. These functions,
defined formally as vacuum expectation values of chronological products, encode the dynamical
properties of the system. Rules are given for computing them. Generally these rules are perturba-
tive, giving only the coefficients in power series expansions of the Green's functions in coupling
parameters.

The perturbative development of Green's functions is expressed in terms of Feynman
diagrams. The number of diagrams grows quickly with the order of the computation. One of
the main motivations for using functional methods is to maintain some formal control over the
profusion of perturbative contributions. Two functional will be denned below. One of them,
W(J), is a generating functional for the Green's functions. The other, F (</>), is a generating
functional for the so-called irreducible vertex functions. It is usually known as the effective action
and most of this lecture and the following one will be concerned with it. We shall set up a functional
differential equation which defines the effective action, and we shall examine the first few terms in
an iterative solution.

Once the effective action functional V(<f>) is obtained - in some approximation - one
can use it as a true action, i.e., try to solve the equation of motion 6T jb<j> = 0. At one level, this
equation can be regarded, at least formally, as a fundamental dynamical equation, incorporating
the quantum corrections to the classical equation (1.2). For example, with suitable boundary con-
ditions its solutions define the matrix elements of <j>(x) between asymptotically denned (- in or
- out) states. More superficially, the functional T(^) can be regarded as, at least, a convenient
bookkeeping device which organizes the diagrammatic contribution to the Green's functions in a
relatively automatic way.



Define the generating functional for chronologically ordered n -̂point functions,

) . . . * ( x B ) | 0 > (1.3)

where / ( i ) is a c-number source function, and |0 > is the vacuum state. According to the standard
time-dependent perturbation theory it is the amplitude for vacuum persistence in the presence of a
perturbation,

8S =

(1.4)

More useful than (1.3) is the functional, W( J), defined by

It is the generating functional for Green's functions,

J2 ...xj . (1.5)

This functional can be associated with connected graphs and is sometimes called the connected part
of the vacuum amplitude. The graphical structure will be made plausible in the following.

A special role is played by the first derivative of W,

SWU)
<Kx\J) =

6J{x)

(1.6)

the expectation value of <j>( x) in the perturbed system. This field average can be used as indepen-
dent variable in place of J. In principle, if not in practice, we can solve (1.6) for J as a functional

). The solution can be presented in the form,

(1.7)

(1.8)

where T is the Legendre transform of W, i.e..

f

The effective action F has a simpler structure than W and we shall give an equation in
the following that relates it directly to the classical action. We should therefore regard (1.8) as the
definition of W(J).

When the functional F(</>) is known we can regard the integro-differential equation,
6T /{HJ> = -J, as an equation to be solved for if> when J is specified. Solving this equation is
equivalent in graphical terms to the sewing together of irreducible graphs so as to make connected
ones. The solution, 4>{x\J) = 6W{J)/6J(x), serves as a generating functional for the Green's
functions.

The dynamical problem therefore falls into two parts,

(1) computation of the functional F (tf>)

(2) solution of the effective equations of motion, 6T /&<(> = -J.

The first stage, where the quantum problem is reduced to an equivalent classical one is the more
difficult. Usually it can be handled perturbatively - at least if the system is renormalizable so that
the ultraviolet ambiguities can be resolved *>. Normally, we can compute only the first few terms
of an expansion in powers of Planck's constant, the loop expansion.

The second stage involves the solving of a nonlinear integro-differential equation but
here we are usually interested only in the coefficients of an expansion in powers of the external
source, the Green's functions. In the end we obtain the leading terms in the loop expansions of
selected Green's functions.

(2) The functional differential equation

To obtain the loop expansion for
representation of the vacuum amplitude,

it is instructive to start from the path integral

where S(<t>) is the classical action functional (1,1). Here the integral is quite symbolic. It is to be
understood as the limit of an ordinary multiple integral over the field variables 4>( x;) associated
with a lattice of events, Xi, in which the lattice becomes infinitely fine,

J(d4>) =lim n n
Fortunately for our purposes it is not essential to enquire more closely into the meaning of this
limit. We need only to suppose that integration by parts is valid, viz.

6
S<t>(x) = 0 (2.2)

The problem of ultraviolet divergences is encountered in the construction of F (</>). It turns out
that certain components of this functional are not computable. They are represented by divergent
integrals which have to be regularized by some kind of cut-off prescription. Renormalization can
be described as a systematic concealing of the cut-off dependence by treating the uncomputable
components of F as independent arbitrary parameters, or equivalently, as a "tuning" of the bare
parameters. The effective action formalism provides a relatively efficient framework foT carrying
out this procedure, but we shall not discuss it in these lectures.



Applying this identity to the integral (2.1) we have

= A 6S (2.3)

This is a functional differential equation for W(J). For example, with S(<t>) given by (1.1) we

have

Op

sw , (&w h sy sw
JT-\JT + l8j) JT

In this case Eq.(2.3) takes the form

The next step is to change variables in (2.3), replacing W by its Legendre transform F as

dependent variable with <j> as independent variable in place of J. In particular this means replacing

derivatives with respect to J by the rule

= / d 4 :

= Jctx'G(x,x'\<t>) 6
(2.5)

where G is the 2-point connected function (l.)O) (but for arbitrary / ) . Here, however, it is neces-
sary to read G as a functional of <f> rather than J. In principle this is done as follows. The Jacobian
matrix of the transformation J —»<j> is

64>{x')
• = G(x,x') .

Its inverse is given by

'•r(<f>)
64>(.x) 84>(x')

(2.6)

where we have used (1.9). The transformed version of (2.3) therefore becomes, using (1.9) and
(2.5),

" ( J (2.7)

where G is understood to represent the inverse of the matrix of second derivatives of F , (2.6). In
the case of the example (2.4) the equation for F takes the form,

= (d2 -m2)<t>(x)-

The only way to treat such an equation is by expansion in powers of K Write

and substitute into (2.8). Clearly Fo = S(tj>) • A formal expression for Fi is easily derived. Since

6F,

where Go is the zeroth order propagator defined by

&4>(x)8<t>(x')

(2.10)

The derivative with respect to 4>( x") is

Hence it is possible to write the equation for Fi in the form

where Det Go denotes the functional determinant. Thus we have, up to a (^-independent term,

_ 1
2

This result, which does not depend explicitly on X, is in fact quite general for theories of a single
real scalar field. One might object that (2.It) is rather formal and not very useful since we have no



general way of computing the functional determinant. Indeed we have no general way of computing
even Go. To invert the operator (2.10) is a non-trivial classical problem which can be solved only
perturbatively, if ^(x) is small or slowly varying. The formula (2.11) is nevertheless useful as
an organizing principle. It encapsulates the whole of one-loop physics. Feynman graphs with
arbitrary numbers of external lines are obtained expanding in powers of ij>. The one-loop effective
potential is obtained by choosing <t> to be independent of x and the corrections associated with
slowly varying functions <$>(x) can be obtained explicitly. We shall examine some of these features
in the next lecture.

(3) Graphical structure

To appreciate the general structure of the functionals F (0) and W( J) a graphical treat-
ment is helpful. At the same time a more compact notation for the fields and currents saves much
writing. We shall use here the DeWitt notation in which the spacerime coordinate x^ is combined
with all spin and internal quantum numbers in a single superscript. Instead of <S>a( x) write 0'. The
classical action then reads

^- Siik * (3.1)

Repeated indices are summed and integrated over. Functional derivatives are labelled by subscripts,

The external current is labelled with a subscript, Ji. The functional differential equation (2.7) or
(2.8) becomes

where G*1 is defined in terms of F by (2.6) or, in the DeWitt notation,

G-1 = -r i ;(^)

Eq.(3,2) can, with the help of (3.3), be expressed in the form

S,y« G'm Gkn

2 i « \ i

which is represented graphically in Fig. 1.

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

—0 =- +

The shaded circles with lines emerging Tepresent the functional derivatives of F

The small dots with lines emerging represent the functional derivatives of S,

Lines connecting two points represent the Green's function

Fig.l

Having computed the effective action in some approximation one faces the problem of
solving the effective equations of motion. Suppose, for example, one needs the 4-point connected
Green's function. This is defined by

G1J6 J

fil*

This equation is represented in Fig.2.

G" r > - (3.5)

Fig.2 The connected 4-point function G*' •••"
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Higher order Green's functions are obtained from (3.5) by further differentiations. The
general rule is to associate a 2-point function with each line including those graphs (the "pole"
terms) which can be disconnected by opening one internal line.

A fundamental property of the effective action is the absence of l-particle intermediate
states. No contribution to T (<£) can be factorized by removing one Go .i.e., by opening one line.
This is evident from the structure of (3.4) as pictured in Fig. 1. Known as l-particle irreducibility, it
can be proved analytically by induction using (3.4). The structure of W( J) is illustrated in Fig.2.
Typically, the graphs are all connected but some of them can be separated into two disconnected
parts by removing one line: they are "reducible". (The passage from r to W involves the incor-
poration of reducible graphs and it should be noted that no ultraviolet divergencies are met in this
step. The divergence problems are associated with the solving of (3.4) for T and must be dealt with
at that point.)
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II. PERTURBATION SERIES

(1) The loop expansion

The iterative solution of (1.3.4) proceeds in a straightforward mechanical way. The lead-

ing terms are

r0 =
T, = -

(1.1)

(1.2)

(1.3)

where (G o ' )</ = — 5,y (<f>). Here also a graphical representation is helpful. Associate a line with
each factor GJ; and a vertex with the derivatives Sjjk, S^u, • • • Draw all connected and irredicible
vacuum graphs. Graphs with up to three loops are collected in Fig.3.

= i s,iikl a* Gt + ^ s m G? o'0
m Go

in s,lm

4000*00*®

i " 8

Fig.3

+• T ^

The weight factors associated with these graphs are all positive because we have been
considering only bosons. If fermions also take part then the weight factor includes ( - 1 ) ' where i
is the number of fermion loops. In magnitude the factor is 1 jN where TV is a product of integer
factors determined as follows for real fields, (a) Where two vertices are directly joined by a set
of m lines include the factor m! (b) For each line whose two ends are on the same vertex include
the factor 2. If v such tadpoles are attached to the same vertex include the factor IA (c) Include
the factor 5 , the symmetry number of the diagram. This number is defined as follows. To each
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vertex assign a label»(1 < i < p). Two labels are "connected" if there is a line joining directly
the corresponding vertices. The symmetry number S is the order of the permutation group of the p
labels which leaves invariant the set of all label connections.

The loop expansion can be described as the set of all connected irreducible vacuum graphs
with their appropriate weight factors. Graphs with n loops are associated with contributions to
F (<j>) of order ff\ It should be understood that all n-loop irreducible graphs are contained in Fn( ^ ) .
Amplitudes for graphs with external lines are obtained from Fn by functional differentiation. For
example, the one-loop contribution to the self-energy is

\ 6<t>> • G o

(1.4)

(2) Effective Lagrangian

Another kind of perturbative development is possible if the fields $ (x) are slowly varying
in spacetime, i.e., dip < m<p where m sets the microscopic scale. Such fields are relevant to the
computation of amplitudes in soft limits where the external momenta are small in comparison with
thresholds of the system. In this regime it is appropriate to represent the effective action as the
spacetime integral of an effective Lagrangian,

(2.1)

where the accuracy is restricted by the number of derivatives included in £. For example, in the

case of one real scalar, the general form of the Lagrangian would be

c= - (2.2)

Terms with four or more derivatives arise in various kinemalically independent combinations and
the series rapidly becomes complicated in the higher orders. By far the most important term in (2.2)
is the potential V(<j>) which plays a central role in the study of spontaneous symmetry breaking.
The functions V, Z,... are all (like F itself) represented by loop expansions,

V = Vo + - V\ + . . . ,
i

(2.3)

11

etc.

In relativistic quantum field theory it is usually assumed that the vacuum state is homoge-
neous and Lorentz invariant. This implies that only scalar fields can have non-vanishing (constant)
vacuum expectation values, spinors, vectors, etc. must vanish in the vacujm. To obtain the vacuum
expectation values of the fields one must solve the effective field equations,

ST
0 =

SV (2.4)

under the assumption that <$> is independent of %. Other matrix elements of <j> can be obtained
by solving the effective field equations with appropriate incoming- and outgoing-wave boundary
conditions. Usually these waves are considered to be weak perturbations on the vacuum so that
perturbative methods are used. Only the spacetime independent part of the scalar field needs to
be treated as a finite quantity and it is to be obtained by solving the algebraic equation (2.4). In
the classical approximation this gives < <f> > as the minimum of Vb • In cases where the classical
minimum is degenerate it is necessary to include at least Vi in order to lift the degeneracy and
obtain a unique result. (It should also be mentioned that there are interesting systems, among the
supersymmetric theories, where the degeneracy persists to all orders in perturbation theory. With
such systems it is necessary to go beyond the loop expansion.)

(3) Examples

To illustrate the application of the general formalism developed above we consider some
specific examples. Firstly, the one-loop contribution to the effective potential for the real scalar
with quartic interaction term. The classical action is

(3.1)

(3.2)

The inverse propagator, according to (1.2.10), is

When tp is chosen independent of x this inverts to give

with e > 0 (Feynman boundary conditions). A formal expression for Fi from (1.2) then reads,

j

= - Tr en Go

lz <x\enG0\x> (3.4)
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where Go is seen as an operator denned such that < i |Go|s' > = G o d , a:') in a Hilbert space
with basis vectors satisfying < x\x' > = 64 (x — x'). Hence we can identify V\,

1 f dAk
= ~2j ( 2 ^

dAk cffc'

where the momentum basis is defined by < x\k > = eik*. Since <j> is a constant the operator Go is
translation invariant, i.e., diagonal in k. Hence (3.5) reduces to

Vi=4 (3.6)

This result is not as meaningless as might at first appear. The integral is divergent and should

therefore be regularized. Considered as a function of <j>, only the coefficients of tf>2 and <̂ 4 in a

Taylor expansion of V] are represented by divergent integrals. Applying standard methods to the

regularized integral one obtains

7 Vl = ~- 4? (3.7)

where the coefficients bin2 and &\ depend on the method of regularization and the choice of refer-
ence scale n1. The quadratically divergent 6m1 and the logarthmic 6\ are to be compensated by
counterterms in Vb.

If required one could go on to compute V2 by evaluating the 2-loop graphs in Fig. 3 using
the propagator (3.3) and the vertices

- X3) (3.7')

but this is a lengthy calculation.

An immediate generalization of (3.7) to the case of several scalar fields 4>a(x),

a = 1 , . . . , JV interacting through a potential Vi is obtained as follows. Replace (3.1) by

(3.8)

and (3.2) by

where the mass matrix is defined by

64(1 -

32Vo

(3.9)

(3.10)
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Then (3.7) is replaced by

(3.11)

where the trace is over the W-dimensional space of a, 0 and &Vo denotes the comerterms.

Another generalization of (3.1) would be to include a Dirac fermion with Yukawa ecu-

s ' = fd*x i>(i? - M(4>)W. (3.12)

pling to <f>,

This gives the contribution

which differs from (1.2) by the factor -2 because ^ is complex and fermionic. The resulting con-
tribution to the Hoop effective potential is given by

d*k

64 7T2
M(<t>)4 inM(<l>)2 + counterterms (3.13)

The factor -4 relative to the real scalar particle contribution (3.7) reflects the fact that V{ incorporates

four types of fermion: particle and antiparticle of spin up and spin down.

Consider next the construction of Z( <j>) defined in (2.2). One way to isolate this function

is by examining the second derivative of T( <j>). From (2.1) and (2.2) we have

dc

dv

The second derivative, evaluated at constant $, is

On the other hand, according to (1.4) the 1-loop contribution to this derivative is given by

^ Ti _ 1 _ _ M 1 „ _ A m rylB

(3.14)
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or, using the explicit notation of (3.7').

Go(x,x)

with Go given by (3.3). On taking the Fourier transforms of (3.14) and (3.15) we obtain

(3.15)

- 3 X 1
M2)((p-fc)2 -M 2 )J

TT\ (3.16)

where M2 = m1 + 3X02 - te. At it = 0 this gives a formula for d1 V\ j'd^% which is compatible
with the earlier result (3.6). Expanding the right-hand side in powers of k it gives

7 (2ir)4 (3.17)

As it happens, this integral coverges. This is incidental - the 2-loop contribution is well known to
harbour a logarithmic divergence.

It is not difficult to state a general rule for computing the various terms in the effective
Lagrangian. Treat the constant pans of the scalar fields as finite quantities, all the rest are "small".
All small fields are represented by external lines in amplitudes defined by functional differenti-
ation of the connected irreducible vacuum amplitudes pictured in Fig. 3 and represented analyti-
cally in Eqs.(l.l>-(1.3) and their higher loop extensions. Propagators and vertices are given by the
functional derivatives of the classical action evaluated at constant finite values of the scalar fields.
(Thus, to obtain the small term jZ((j>)(d4>)2 it was necessary to examine the 2-point function
62T/64>(x) 8tt>(x').) To go beyond this perturbative regime, and treat fields other than the con-
stant parts of scalars as finite, is not really feasible because of the difficulty of inverting GQ ' . The
computations illustrated above rely heavily on the Poincare invariance of Go in the background of
constant scalars. Already in theories with a constant electromagnetic background, which breaks
only Lorentz invariance, the computations are more difficult.
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III. YANG-MILLS THEORY

(1) Brief review

Renormalizable Lagrangians are available for systems containing scalar, spinor and vec-
tor fields. Vectors, however, can be introduced only through a gauge principle. Two considerations
are vital if the problem of uncontrollable divergences is to be avoided. Firstly, the vector field must
couple to a conserved current and, secondly, it must not be given an elementary (hard) mass: vector
particles can acquire mass only through the mechanism of spontaneous symmetry breaking. The
quantization of this kind of field theory involves some relatively subtle manipulations for which
the path integral formulation - hardly used up to this point - is ideally suited. In this lecture, after
reviewing the classical structure of gauge theories, we shall consider their quantization using path
integrals.

Firstly, the conserved currents to which the vectors couple can be associated with con-
tinuous symmetry groups. They are Noether currents. Typically, we have a set of spinor fields, ̂ 1,
and scalars, <fr, whose classical motion is governed by an action functional which is invariant with
respect to some group of linear transformations,

4>(x) (1.1)

where {wa} denotes a set of real group parameters independent of x, and ta,6a are hermitian
matrices. These matrices are required to satisfy commutation relations,

[ta, [ea, (1.2)

where the structure constant fap^ characterize the Lie algebra of the chosen group. If the action
functional is invariant under (1.1) then the currents defined by

"5T~ * *<» V» + -5T~ * Oc, <t> + hermitian conjugate (1.3)

are conserved when the equations of motion are satisfied. The charges defined by

JOa(x)= J (1.4)

are then independent of time (if there is no flux of charge crossing the boundaries at spatial infinity).

If such a system is quantized according to the canonical prescriptions then the charges
are represented by hermitian operators and they can be shown to satisfy the commutation rules

(1.5)
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etc. The charges commute with the Hamiltonian and they can be used to classify states of the system
into irreducible unitary representations of the symmetry algebra.

This picture fails when the symmetry is spontaneously broken. If the vacuum expectation
value < tj> > determined, for example, by minimizing the effective potential, is non-vanishing and
if @a < 4> > ¥ ^ f° r s ° m e <*> tf>en the vacuum is not invariant. In such cases the system must
include a massless (Nambu-Goldstone) particle and the integral (1.4) will fail to converge. The
states of the system will not belong to representations of the algebra.

So much for the spacetime independent symmetries. Now consider what happens when
the group parameters in (1.1) are functions of a;. In order to construct action functional that are in-
variant with respect to such "local" transformations it is necessary to introduce gauge fields A^i. x)
and to define covariant derivatives,

Fpva = dv Aua — du Apa + fvfa Ap

It is often useful to express the gauge fields in matrix form,

A - A 1

. / iy ~~ Juliet *0l •

The field strength (1.6) then becomes

Fftu - dp A,, — du Ap — i[ Ap, A

Under the local transformations where i£>(x) —> ^n(x) = i i (
transform according to

(1.6)

(1.7)

(1.8)

), the fields (1.7) and (1.8)

respectively.

The typical form of the renormalizable gauge invariant Lagrangian for scalars, spinors
and gauge vectors is

(1.9)

where we are assuming that both <f> and i/i are complex. The potential is an invariant polynomial of
degree $ and the fermion mass M includes Yukawa couplings with the scalars.

Since the Dirac spinor ^ is reducible with respect to the proper Lorentz group it can be
decomposed into chiral components, and the symmetry group may have a chiral structure, i.e., the
matrices ta may depend on 7s,

— ™ '
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In such cases the mass matrix M will also depend on 1$.

The elementary vector mass term m2(Aua)
2 does not appear in (1.9) because it is not

gauge invariant. But it can happen that a vector mass is simulated by the scalar field kinetic terms.
If the gauge symmetry is spontaneously broken, i.e., if 0a < <j> > =/ 0, then

(2) Gauge fixing

A fundamental complication in the treatment of local symmetries arises from the fact
that the Euler Lagrange equations derivable from an invariant Lagrangian such as (1.7) are always
deficient. There occur identities among these equations that cause them to be incomplete. In order
to set up a well defined initial value problem it is necessary to adopt a supplementary convention.
Either the action is modified by adding a non-invariant piece or supplementary equations are im-
posed directly. This "gauge fixing" will affect the detailed properties of the fields - such as, for
example, the excitation spectrum - and only those quantities that are independent of any particular
convention can have physical meaning. One must require that all observables be gauge invariant.

The problem becomes apparent when one tries to set up Feynman rules for computing
the effective action as in Lecture I. There, one of the principle ingredients was the 2-point function
G'd defined as the Feynman inverse of the matrix -S , ; - . If 5 has a local invariance then the latter
matrix is singular and has no inverse. For example, in the Abelian case it would be necessary to
solve the equations

dtiFliv = Jv (2.1)

for Ap as a function of the source J^, defining the 2-point function

U0(tv(l|^) = T— • (2.2)

But Eqs.(2.1) are not even compatible unless the source current is constrained to satisfy d^J^ = 0,
in which case the source components cannot be varied independently and the functional derivative
(2.2) becomes meaningless. To circumvent this difficulty it is essential to modify the classical
action by adding a non-invariant term to it. The problem then becomes how to do this without
destroying the supposed gauge invariance of the observables. For example, the effective coupling
between physical, conserved currents,

x d x' Jp(x) Gpuix,?,') Jt,(x')

should be independent of the choice of symmetry breaking terms adjoined to the invariant action.

18



It is fortunate that the path integral formulation turns out to provide an extremely powerful
tool for treating this problem. The solution is realized by a procedure due to Faddeev and Popov
which was further refined in the work of Becchi, Rouet, Stora and Tyutin.

(3) Faddeev-Popov construction

Up to this point the only application of the path integral representation was in deriving
the functional differential equation (1.2.4) for the connected vacuum amplitude W{ J). Its use there
was of marginal advantage because we could have obtained the same result almost as directly by
using the equation of motion (1.2) and equal time commutation rule (1.3). With gauge theories,
however, the path integral method has many formal advantages. On the other hand, the method is
rather formalistic in that the basic axiom, the path integral itself, is not defi ned with much precision.
It should probably be viewed as a clever bookkeeping device, a tool for manipulating the terms of
perturbative expansions whose convergence we know nothing about. Wuh this understanding we
have to worry only about the Gaussian integral. For example, in the case of a single real scalar,

•I'-l-b 4
(3.1)

the vacuum amplitude is represented by

The amplitude Za is given by a Gaussian integral and can be evaluated by elementary means.

2o( J) = exp — / d* x d?x' J(x) C?o(i,if) J(x') (3 .3)
Z h J

where Go is the causal Green's function for a free scalar,

- te
(3.4)

That it is the causal Green's function which appears in (3.3) can be seen if the Gaussian integral
is defined more precisely as the limit of a finite dimensional multiple integral over the field values
</>( Xj) on a lattice of spacetime events xj, as the lattice spacing approaches zero. The perturbative
development cf Z\ is then obtained by expanding the exponential in (3.2) in powers of \.

In gauge theories, where S is invariant with respect to a group of local transformations
the situation is less straightforward. The non-existence of Go, referred to above, reflects the fact
that the Gaussian integral defining Zo fails to converge. The insight of Faddeev and Popov was,
firstly, to recognize that this lack of convergence could be ascribed to the constancy of S over sets

19

of infinite measure in the space of field configurations. Corresponding to a given configuration,
(j>{ x), Ap (x) there is a family of related configurations,

for which the action is the same. These so-called "gauge orbits" of equivalent configurations are
redundant from a physical point of view and should therefore not be integrated over. One should
try instead to define a space of equivalence classes of configurations over which to integrate.

To define path integration over a space of equivalence classes looks, on the face of it like
a highly non-trival problem. The solution proposed by Faddeev and Popov is therefore surprisingly
simple. It can be expressed as follows. Normalize the integration by adding to the classical action
functional a new non-invariant piece, Si (A, tj>,,..), define such that, identically in A,4>, ••-,

A d Q ) (3.5)

where the integral over gauge configurations is understood to be invariant. If Si includes a piece
which is bilinear in Cl then the integral (3.5) can be analyzed by perturbative methods.

Many different functionals satisfying (3.5) can be constructed. Do they all give the same
physics? To answer this question consider the vacuum expectation value of some gauge invariant
functional, F( A, $,...). According to the prescription we should write

, . . . ) e * ( S + s ' ) (3.6)

where the subscript 1 indicates that the modified action S + Si is being used. Now suppose we
have another candidate S2 that also satisfies the identity (3.5). We can then rearrange the integral
(3.6) to read

J (dAd4>...)

i l l - 1

assuming that we are allowed to interchange the order of integrations. Now make a change of
integration variable,

A^An~\ ,

for fixed Q. Since F and S and the integration measure (dA d4>,..) are assumed to be invariant
this gives

<F(A,4>,.--) = J(dCl) J(dAd<t>...) F( A , $ , . . . ) •

e x p I (SU,*, • • 0 + S i { A a ~ l , < * > " " , . . . ) + S z U A , • • • ) )

• /

(dAd4>...)

,(/>,...) >2 (3.7)
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where we have again changed the order of integration and used (3.5) - with fl replaced by £1 ̂  - to
eliminate S\. It therefore appears that the vacuum expectation values of gauge invariant functionals
are indeed independent of the particular choice of the non-invariant piece S\ provided that the
identity (3.5) is satisfied. All quantities of physical interest such as on-shell scattering amplitudes,
matrix elements of gauge invariant operators, Wilson loops etc., can be expressed as path integrals
of the form (3.6) with gauge invariant functionals, F{ A, </>...) and hence the physics is independent
of the gauge fixing.

The use of path integrals in deriving the basic result (3.7) is of course very formal. It
assumes, in particular, that the measure is invariantly defined and that the order of integrations is
not important. These assumptions can be justified only in the perturbative sense where all integrals
are reduced to Gaussian form and appropriately regularized.

That the prescription (3.5), (3.6) is compatible with the basic principles of quantum field
theory, unitarity and cau sality, can be proved by adopting a particular gauge fixing, such as Coulomb
gauge, which lends itself to an operator interpretation of the standard canonical type.

(4) Ghosts

We now consider the structure of some examples of the supplementary action functional.
Si, corresponding to particular gauge choices.

(a) Landau gauge

In classical gauge theory the Landau gauge is chosen by imposing the supplementary
equation dpA? = 0. This can be effected by adding to the Lagrangian the term 6 d^A,, where 6( x)
plays the role of a Lagrangian multiplier. In the quantum theory we write

/
(db)

(4.1)

where A (A) denotes a gauge invariant functional to be determined. The delta functional 6(dA) is
simply a compact notation for the path integral over the Lagrange multiplier field. The factor A is
obtained by substituting (4.1) into (3.5) and using the invariance, A ( A a ) = A (A). Thus,

1
AM)

(4.2)

The integral over b{ x) in (4.1) effectively constrains the configurations of A^ in integrals like (3.6)
to satisfy d^A,, = 0. Hence we need to evaluate A {A) only for such configurations. With this
restriction (4.2) simplifies considerably. The reason for the simplification is that the integral over
gauge transformations, ti(ac), is effectively restricted to the neighbourhood of the identity. To see
how this comes about write

Q = l + i c (4.3)
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so that

icV

where the dots indicate terms of order c2 and higher and

17llc=dllc-i[Alt,c\ . (4.4)

Generally the field c( x) is subject to nonlinear constraints. For example, if i l is supposed to unitary
then

c — c+ = ice* = ic* c .

Also, the invariant measure (dil) involves a complicated factor

n dc(x) ) (4.6)
X

where ii(c) = 1 + O(cz) is an algebraic function whose form is specific to the parametrization
(4.3). It follows that the path integral (4.2) can be expressed as a quantum field theory problem
with the scalar fields b and c as independent dynamical variables governed by the action functional

S(b ,c) = j (4.7)

in which A^ appears as an external field. The connected vacuum amplitude of this theory is
- jj in A (A) . However, because of the structure of (4.7) the only non-vanishing 2-point func-
tion is < c( x) 6( x') > ~ ( hfi) (dV)"' 6( z - x'), and the interaction terms, 6c2, t c 3 , . . . cannot
contribute to the vacuum graphs. Hence the connected vacuum amplitude is given entirely by the
1-loop term,

A ( A ) = D e t 3 V . (4.8)

This represents an enormous simplification in the structure of Si. Since all the interaction terms in
(4.7) are not relevant we can discard them and define a new symmetry, "ghost number" conserva-
tion. The real fields b and c are assigned ghost number — 1 and +1, respectively.

Up to this point we have treated 6 and c as scalar bosonic fields belonging to the algebra
of the gauge group. Integration over these fields yields the functional \/A(A) according to (4.2).
However, in constructing the measure normalizing factor exp ^ Si we need A( A) rather than its
inverse. This is arranged by treating the "ghost" fields b and c asfermions.

A U ) = (4.9)

With the fermionic interpretation each closed loop of ghost propagators is accompanied by the
factor ( — 1) and this is precisely what is needed to change I/A to A. Hence, the explicit form of
the path integral representation for amplitudes in the Landau gauge is

<F(A,<(>,...) >= / (dAd4?...dbdc) 6(3A)-

(4.10)
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To evaluate such integrals in perturbation theory the rules discussed previously can be applied. It

is necessary to express the delta functional as an integral over a Lagrange multiplier field, P( x),

6( dA) = A dP) exp ^fdxPdA

treating P as one of the independent variables. One proceeds by expanding the total action,

Slot = SU,<*>,-••) + f dx(PdA-dbVc) (4.11)

around some background configuration and using the second order terms to define the propagator,
Go, as discussed above. To illustrate we consider the case of the pure Yang-Mills theory,

S(A) = j dUx^-^F^F^ .

The second order terms in the expansion around A^ = 0 , P = O , 6 = c = 0 a r e given by

(4.12)

The various components of the propagator are obtained quite efficiently by adding a source term

= j d*x - T - J

and solving the Euler Lagrange equations, 6S(2) + fiS(i) = 0, which read

T ^V^ ĵ(* s^ua -duPa = - J

d2 ca = -t

d2 ba = -r (4.13)

The solution is

A --£-(* -§&
"a ~ d2 I d2

P - ^ J
a-

ha = — g j Va

a,
d2

(4.14)
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where the application of causal boundary conditions is understood, 92 -> 92 + ie. The Green's

function components can be read from (4.14),

•I: £ (-
it2 V "" "

(4.15)

The Green's function Go (A P) is not actually needed since the field F( x) does not appear in the
interaction terms. The various interactions are given by the cubic and higher order terms in Stot-

(b) Feynman gauge

Having explained the construction of S\ in the Landau gauge we can describe the Feyn-
man gauge without going into much detail. The first step in this construction is to introduce the
arbitrary functions Ba(x) and replace (4.1) by

We shall need the functional Ag(A) only on the subspace where dA = B in which the logic used

above gives
=•• D e t dV

as before. In this gauge we have

"/<(^^£^...^6^) F(A,<t>,...) 6(dA- B)-

i
ft (4.16)

and the result must be independent of B if F( A, 4>,...) is gauge invariant. The second step is to
average over the functions B using the weight

where a is a constant. In this way one arrives at the formula

,...) > = J(dAd4...dbdc) F(A,4>....)e*s"

where

J \ 2a

(4.17)

(4.18)
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In this gauge the Green's functions (4.15) are replaced by

(4.19)

The amplitude (4.17) must be independent of the gauge parameter a. It is often worthwhile to keep
a as an arbitrary parameter and to ensure that it disappears from the final result as a way of testing
the gauge in variance of the computation. Otherwise it is convenient to choose a = g1 in order to
make the Green's function as simple as possible.

(c) Temporal gauge

Although it is not Lorentz covariant, the gauge Ao = 0 has the advantage that the
Faddeev-Popov ghosts decouple and so can be disregarded. Thus, one chooses the normalizing
term Si in the form

e* s ' =A,emp(i4) 6(A0) (4.20)

where

= f<,dc)S(Ao + V0

= / (dbdc) exp - 1 b( Ao + Vo c + ...) .

On the subspace Aa = 0 this shows that A,emp is independent of the other components, At. In
effect it depends on nothing of interest and so can be normalized away,

Aft,mp=l. (4.21)

The equation AQ = 0 can be implemented by means of a Lagrange multiplier, P{ z), as
illustrated in the case of the Landau gauge. The propagators are given by

Adfi(x')) = - f|J-

= -<k Sa/1
do

-x') . (4.22)

Computations in this gauge can be somewhat ambiguous because of the singularity in do • Usually
this is interpreted as a principle value or,

,. 1.

(x - x')
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but care is needed.

Many other gauge choices have their uses in particular applications. They can all be

constructed by extension of the methods illustrated here.
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IV. BRST SYMMETRY

(1) Hilbert space of gauge theories

The functional methods discussed in these lectures are concerned primarily with the com-
putation of Green's functions. Ultimately, however, one is interested in matrix elements of physical
quantities such as the energy momentum tensor or the scattering operator. Generaly, it is matrix
elements with respect to asymptotic states that are wanted. To do this one uses the LSZ procedure:
a prescription for extracting the required matrix elements from the residues of the joint pole term -
with respect to 4—momenta of external lines - in the Green's functions. For example, the scattering
operator for real scalars of mass m is given by

— / ( ...dxn „( xB) :

(-9? m2)...(-9B

= :exp

where !j>in{x) denotes the asymptotic field operator,

t 6J(x) : Z( J)

and Z{ J) is the generating functional of renormalized Green's functions. (By this we mean that J
is scaled such that the 2-point function ( i /h)(62 ZnZ/&J(x) fi(x'))j.o has a pole of unit residue
at the physical mass, p2 = —m2.) On representing Z(J) by a path integral over renormalized
fields one obtains

S=:txp

= f(d4) :exp [ l

-4T- /"t oJ J
f

J U=o

dx

This formal expression just indicates that the scattering operator is representable as the function
average of an operator-valued functional,

where

-d2 +m2)

=: exp - fdx

This functional involves only the asymptotic part of 4>( x), as one would expect.

Analogous formulae could be written down for any quantum field theory for which the
asymptotic states are known. This is formally true also of gauge theories if we ignore the confine-
ment phenomenon. The only point we wish to make here is that the functional F(A,<ji) which
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generates the scattering operator will be gauge invariant, F( Aa ,<j>a) = F( A,<f>) provided Q(i)
approaches the identity asymptotically (xo —» dhoo).

In general the pole structure of Green's functions in gauge theories depends upon the
choice of gauge. This gauge dependence is reflected in the structure of the Fock space on which
the asymptotic fields act. It may contain "unphysical" states. Although the general arguments of
the last lecture prove that observables such as the scattering operator are not sensitive to the choice
of gauge, it is nevertheless interesting to distinguish the physical states from the unphysical. An
algorithm for doing this is based on the so-called BRST symmetry which will be discussed in the
following *'.

(2) BRST symmetry

The freedom to consider local gauge transformations is by definition given up when a
gauge is chosen. Nevertheless, the modified classical action, S + Si, does admit a kind of gauge
transformation, which can be shown to persist also in the effect action functional, T. To illustrate
this symmetry we consider the Yang-Mills theory in the Feynman gauge. The gauge fixed classical
action is

d'x [jD2 - ^ . ^ ^ - a ^ f c - V ^ c ] (2.1)

where S(A,<j>) denotes the gauge invariant classical action, a is a gauge parameter, 6 and c are
the anticommuting ghost fields, and J2 is an auxiliary scalar field. The fields 4^ii2>i and £ all
belong to the adjoint representation of the gauge group and are labelled accordingly. In particular,
the derivative V;J c takes the covariant form,

V,, £= 3,, £+4,1 * £ (2.2)

where the components of A^ x £ are defined by the structure constants of the group,

(Ap *• Q)a = fag-, Arf C*, .

With respect to an infinitesimal gauge transformation, jjj, the fields A_^ and <j> transform

as described in the previous lecture,

(2.3)6 <t> - t U i - 0. <j>

An important topic which is not considered in these lectures is the problem of ultraviolet diver-
gences. For the perturbation series to be at least term-wise meaningful it is essential to regularize
and tune the bare parameters of the theory. If the formal arguments about gauge independence are
to be valid it is essential to show that they are compatible with the regularization. The tuning of
bare parameters in such a way as to maintain gauge independence is a particularly delicate task and
it turns out that BRST symmetry provides a very powerful tool for carrying it out.
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where the matrices 6a satsify the commutation rules of the Lie algebra. With respect to the trans-

formations (2.3) the functional S( A, <t>) is invariant but Statai is not.

A set of transformations acting on the fields b, c and D as well as A^ and <j> which does

leave S«otoi invariant is defined as follows,

fi 4 i = e V,, c.

6 <£ = i E c - £ 0

« £ = - y £ £ X £

(2.4)

where e is an anticommuting c-number, independent of iM- The parameters E and e' corresponding
to two distinct transformations anticommute with each other as well as with b, c and other fermion
fields. They are nilpotent, s2 = e'2 = 0.

The transformations (2.4) define the BRST symmetry and we shall demonstrate that they
do in fact leave Statai invariant. But first we would tike to show that they define a "group". It is not
clear that they do. For example, the action of two successive transformations on c is given by

e

£ - » £ - - £X £
(

X I £ - y £X £

= c -— ex c + T ( ( c x c ) x c - c x ( c x c ) )
2 4

- Q -
££

2
(2.5)

where we have used E'2 = 0 and the anticommutativity of e1 with c and c with itself, as well as the

antisymmetry of the structure constants. If these transformations are to define a group then the last

term in (2.5) must vanish. Note firstly that

does not vanish. However, the triple product can be put into the form

(<£ x e) x £>„ = fap, (c x c)fi a,

~ fafa ffitE C( Cc C,

i fptt + fafil ffiE-i + fafc fff-fi) Cf CE C, (2.6)

using the anticommutativity of the ca. The combination of structure constants appearing here must
vanish by virtue of the Jacobi identity. Hence the offending term in (2.5) vanishes identically.
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The action of BRST transformations on c therefore have the structure of a group. This must be

demonstrated independently for each field in the system. For this demonstration it is convenient to

define an operator Q which acts on the fields such that SA^ = £ Q A^, 6<t> = E Q <j>, i.e.

Qo.= -^
(2.7)

With this notation the action of two successive transformations is expressed by the single formula

( l + e Q ) ( l + e'Q) = 1 + EQ + E1 Q + E Q e'Q

where we require that Q anticommutes with E. Hence, to demonstrate group structure we have to
prove that Q is nilpotent,

Q2=0. (2 .8)

To complete the definition of Q as a generator of the BRST transformations it is necessary to give
rules for its action on products of fields. For this we adopt the distributive rule,

(2.9)

where the + ( - ) sign applies for bosonic (fermionic) <j>.

Let us now consider the various fields in turn.

Q2 A^QOvC + A^xc)

= d^Qc) + {Q A,,) x c+ A^ x ( Q c)

x c) c) xc- - A^x

—= — (d^ c) x c + (dp c) x c + ( J4M x c) x c - — A,, x (c x c)

= Ufa f (A? X C)ff G, - J Atfic X c), J

= Ufa ffiSc f Atf cc

= j

= 0

— Am ct c£
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by the Jacobi identity. Next,

Q2 <j>=

= 0

by the commutation rule for the 6a. The remaining fields are trivial

Q2 b. = Q D. = 0 and Q2 Q_ = 0 .

We have therefore proved that the operator Q defined by (2.7) and (2.9) is indeed nilpotent. It
remains to prove that Stotai is invariant, Q Stotai = 0 •

Since the action of (1 + e Q) on the gauge invariant functional S( A, 4>) ' s exactly like
an infinitesimal gauge transfonnation with parameter i>ia(x) - e co(x), it is obvious that

QS(AJ)=Q. (2.10)

That the remaining terms are invariant can be seen by remarking that they can be put in the form

a j l4-4M) (2.11)

on using the rules (2.7) and (2.9). It follows from the nilpotency of Q that

o, (2.12)

Hence we have proved that the functional (2.1) is invariant with respect to the BRST transfonnation
(2.4).

Up to this point we have been considering the BRST invariance of the gauge fixed classi-
cal action functional, Statat- We can now apply the standard quantization procedures and define the
action of BRST transformations on the Hitbert space in which the quantized fields are represented.

(3) Physical states

We conclude with a brief description of the Hilbert space as obtained by canonical quanti-
zation. This should be seen as a supplement to the path integral discussion of the previous sections.
We establish canonical equal-time commutation rules and construct two important Noether cur-
rents, one for BRST charge and the other for ghost number. These quantities are used to provide
a simple characterization of physical states. (The Ward identities associated with the two currents
are important for the renormalization scheme but we shall not discuss this question.)

The Lagrangian density for a Yang-Mills theory in Feynman gauge, corresponding to the

action functional (2.1) is

(3.1)~ D2 - D • d» Aw - 9,, 6 • V ,
2

where, for definiteness we have included a multiple! of complex scalar fields. The canonical mo-
menta are defined in the usual way,

d£ 1 n d d£ „ ,+
-z-r— = -JFOJ, -K-.— = D, a ^ = Votf>\...
oAjft g* oAop dtpp

etc. The non-vanishing equal time commutators are therefore,

1

1

I

t
(3.2)

The auxiliary field D, which is the conjugate momentum to .do, commutes with the other canon-
ical momenta such as Vo <t>* (but not with do 0). We shall see that it plays a useful role in the
characterization of physical states.

The Noether current deriving from the BRST invariance of (3.1) is given by

and the associated conserved charge is

Q =

(3.3)

(3.4)

This operator generates infinitesimal transformations in the usual way,

(3.5)
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The ghost number current, deriving from the invariance of (3.1) with respect to the scale
transformations,

&c=\c, &b=-Xb ( rea l X)

is given by K^ = b • VMc — d^b • c and defines the number operator,

JV* = f (Pxic-da fc-Vo c-b) .

This operator assigns ghost number ±1 to the fields c and b,

\[c,N]=c, \[b,ff] = -b.
i i

It commutes with A^ and <f>. Notice that the BRST charge Q carries ghost number, +1.

(3.6)

(3.7)

The BRST charge is a nilpotent operator. This can be proved from (3.5). Following the
same steps as in Section 2 one shows

etc. It then follows from the Jacobi identity that the anticommutator {Q,Q} = 2 Q2 commutes
with all fields and so must be a multiple of the identity operator. On the other hand it carries ghost
number +2 and so cannot commute with JV. Hence it must vanish,

Q2 = 0 . (3.8)

It is clear that the observables of the theory, which are represented generally by gauge
invariant functionals, F( A, 4>), must commute with both Q and JV. We can therefore define the
physical sector of the Hilbert space to comprise the states which are annihilated by Q and JV: the
BRST invariant states of ghost number zero. To see what this means, consider the matrix element
between physical states of the equation

1

If |1 > and |2 > are BRST invariant (3.9) implies

(3.9)

(3.10)

When the equations of motion are taken into account this is equivalent to the familiar subsidiary
condition,

119^()12 = 0 . (3.11)
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If, for example, we choose vacuum and 1-particle states, defining the polarization vector,

x)^ > = E^k) eikx

then £„ is transverse. Physical states can be seen to represent classes of vectors of the form
|fc > +Q \x >, where \x > is an arbitrary vector carrying ghost number, - 1 . Since,

3) Q\x > =

= 1 ^ < 0 | c ( 0 ) | i > eikx + ..

we see that the arbitrariness in \k > includes the usual gauge freedom, s^
that the vector Q \x > has zero norm and is orthogonal to physical states.
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